* Interlocking System for Easy Installation
* Tapered Sides for Straight or Curved Wall
* Stone-Face Look

United Concrete design team services include design and layout assistance. Backed by our professional engineering review and stamped drawings.
WEIGHT 2,250 LBS
FULL BLOCK

WEIGHT 2,100 LBS
TOP FULL BLOCK

WEIGHT 1,050 LBS
HALF BLOCK

WEIGHT 975 LBS
TOP HALF BLOCK

WEIGHT 2,175 LBS
SLOPED BLOCK
(Right and Left Available)

WEIGHT 1,425 LBS
TOP SLOPED BLOCK
(Right and Left Available)

WEIGHT 2,775 LBS
FULL OUTSIDE CORNER BLOCK
(Right and Left Available)

WEIGHT 2,400 LBS
TOP FULL OUTSIDE CORNER BLOCK
(Right and Left Available)

WEIGHT 1,400 LBS
HALF OUTSIDE CORNER BLOCK

WEIGHT 1,175 LBS
TOP HALF OUTSIDE CORNER BLOCK